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1. INTRODUCTION 
In some preceding papers [1-3], we have considered the integral transform 
~a b 
~'(f;  t) := G(x, t)f(x)w(x) dx, (1.1) 
where xkf(x) E L~,(z)(a,b), Vk E N0 := l~ U {0}, t belongs to a suitable neighborhood of the 
origin, and the kernel G(x, t) is a generating function of a set of polynomials orthogonal (shortly 
O.P.S.) in (a, b) with respect o the weight function w(x). 
In [1], it is shown that the classical Fourier transform can be included as a particular case of 
the integral transforms of this kind. 
The integral transforms (1.1) can be considered in some sense as a generalization of the Fourier 
transform, since they verify a property which is an analog of a formal property of this classical 
operator. As a matter of fact, by knowing the (generalized) Fourier coefficients of a function f ,  
information about the coefficients of the formal Taylor expansion in a neighborhood of the origin 
of the transformed function ~'(f; t) can be deduced (see [1,2]). 
This research was partially supported by 40% and 60% funds of the M.U.R.S.T. and by the Italian Research 
Council (C.N.R.). 
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In a forthcoming article [3], under less restrictive hypotheses with respect o the preceding 
papers [1,2], error bounds for the transformed function working in both cases of the integral and 
discrete transforms have been derived. 
In this paper, by using the same framework of the above mentioned articles, we derive dis- 
cretization formulas for the bilateral Laplace and Gauss-Weierstrass operators. 
Some numerical tests by using the Computer Algebra System MATHEMATICA ® have been 
performed, showing a good approximation of the transformed function, with only exception of 
the Gauss-Weierstrass operator when the parameter T, which appears in the definition of this 
transform, is very close to the initial value v = 0. 
2. PREL IMINARY DEF IN IT IONS AND STATEMENTS 
Consider an O.P.S. {pk(w; X)}keNo, generated in (a, b) by a weight f~nction w(x). 
Let 
~a bpk(w; x)ph(w; X)W(X) dx = hk~fh,k, 
(2.1) 
ak := -~k f(X)pk(w; X)W(X) dx, 
and denote by G(x, t) the Generating Function of the O.P.S. {pk(w; x)}keNo, corresponding to
the sequence {C~}keNo, i.e., 
oo  
a(x, t) := Z ckPkCw; x)t ~ (2.2) 
kffiO 
(see, e.g., [4]). 
Let 
m 
cm( , t) := ckpk( ; x)t k, 
kffiO 
and assume that some t > 0 exists such that 
2imoo ~a b Gin(x, t)f(x)w(x) dx = ~'(f; t). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
A sufficient condition in order that this last property is satisfied is given by the following 
hypotheses. 
(Hp I) There is a function ¢(x), defined a.e. in Ca, b), such that 




f(x)w(x)] E L(a, b); ¢(x) 
limsup [Ck[ -1/2 ~ 0, 
k 
i.e., the radius of convergence of the series ~°=0 ckt k is strictly positive. 
For any integer m, we assume the following approximation for the transformed function ~(f ,  t): 
~a b m 
~'m(f; t) := Grn(x, t)f(x)w(x) dx = ~_, Ckakhkt k, (2.5) 
k=O 
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which can also be obtained by substituting to f its (m + 1) th partial Fourier sum 
in 
sin(w; 1; x) := ~ ~kPk(w; x). (2.8) 
k=0 
If the Fourier coefficients ak are not known exactly, we use an (m + 1)-points Gaussian quad- 
rature formula. Then we replace the ak by 
~n 
1 ~ H,f(~m,z)p~(~; ,,), (2.7) 
~rrt,k :---- ~k  1=0 
and then we consider, instead of Sin(w; f; x), the approximate partial sum 
~m(~;/; ~) := ~ ~,kPk(~; x). (2.S) 
k=0 
Consequently, we replace the preceding transformations (1.1)-(2.5) by the transform: 
f,~(f; t) := a(x, t )~(w;  I; x)w(x) dx. (2.9) 
We introduce the truncation error, end recall for it the following expression (see [3]): 
e~(f;t)  := I.~'(f;t)-.~'m(f;t)l = ~ ckc~khkt ~ • (2.10) 
k=m+l 
Furthermore, for the error induced by the quadrature 
~(f ; t )  := ~'~(f;t) - .~m(f;t)  , (2.11) 
we can write 
~,.(f,t) --< k=0 ~ Icklv/'~k Itk[ If(x) - -  Lm(w;f;x)]2w(x)dxj 1/2 , 
where L,,(w; f; x) denotes the Lagrange polynomial interpolating f on the knots of the quadra- 
ture formula. 
Then, for the global error £m(f; t), we have 
~m(f; t) < era(f; t) + era(f; t). 
In [3], for the particular case of the Hermite polynomials, the following estimates have been 
shown. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f E ACloc, ]t[ ~_ A = constant, w(x) := e -x2, v(x) := (1 + [~r]) 1/3, fe VV/~ E 
L2(R). Then 
C E , ~(f;t)  _< ~ ~_~(f) ~.~,2, (2.12) 
where C denotes a constant with respect o f and m, and En(')w,2 is the best approximation 
error of order n in the L~ space. 
It is furthermore possible to define Discrete Transforms, which appear as a generalization of 
the classical Discrete Fourier Transform, by putting (see [2]) for any choice of distinct (in general 
complex) points t8 (s = 0, 1,. . . ,  m): 
zrt 
~'m(f;t,) = ECkS,n,khktk,, (S = 0,1,.. .  ,ra). (2.13) 
k=0 
The preceding estimate (2.12) remains valid even in the case of the Discrete Fourier Transform 
which can be interpreted as a particular case of formula (2.13) (see [1,2]). 
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3. D ISCRETIZATION OF THE 
BILATERAL LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
Under the above hypotheses and notations, we can consider the bilateral Laplace transform 
i l I ( f ,  t) := f /5  e-Xtf(x) dx, (3.1) 
which can be written in the following form: 
Lu(f, t) := e t2/2 [+oo e(-Zt-t2/2) f(x) dx 




C~m,k := x,/~k! f(x)Hek(x)dx. 
By fixing an integer m, and using the approximate Hermite-Fourier coefficients, we can proclaim 
the following result. 
For any fixed m, an approximation of the bilateral Laplace transform is given PROPOSITION 2. 
by 
m 
LII(/; t )u  v~e '~/~ ~(-1)k~m,~t k,
k=0 
so that the discrete bilateral Laplace transform can be defined by the following formula: 
m 
Ls ~- v~e t~/2 Z(--X)k&m,ktks, (s = O, 1,..., m). 
k=0 
The approximation error is given by formula (2.12) by assuming w(x) := e -~2/2. 
In Section 5, some numerical results for a class of functions f with a fast decay at infinity will 
be shown. 
For shortness, we have considered functions which are practically vanishing outside the interval 
[0, 1], however, the same results still hold for functions having as a support the interval (0,a), 
(a > 0) even if these do not have regular derivatives (e.g., not Lipsehitz functions). As a matter of 
fact, the Discrete Transform cannot recognize regularity of functions. However, higher regularity 
ensures a more exactness of our approximation: by comparing the integral transform with the 
discrete transform, we can observe that in case of analyticity 12 digits are correct, on the contrary, 
a lower number of digits (at least 5) are conserved for less regular functions (see Examples 2-4). 
4. D ISCRETIZATION OF THE 
GAUSS-WEIERSTASS OPERATOR 
For a short discussion of the Gauss-Weierstrass operator, we refer to the recent book [5]. 
We simply recall the definition of this operator 
1 f_+~ f(x)e -(z-t)2 /4r dx, (4.1) W.~(f;t) := 
which is defined for every f E C(R) . It can be shown by the following limit property, which is 
valid uniformly on every compact set K C R: 
lira Wr(f;t) = f(x). (4.2) 
I--..,0 + 
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Another important property of this operator is the following: formula (4.1) provides a repre- 
sentation for the solution u(z, r) := Wr(f; t) of the heat equation for an infinite bar with initial 
distribution of the temperature given by f(x): 
~r  02 
u(z, r) = -~z2u(z, r), z ~ R, r > o, 
lim u(x, r) = f(z), uniformly on every compact set K C It, 
-r--,O+ 
(4.3) 
so that when r --, O, the transformed function Wr(f; t) --~ f uniformly with respect o x. 
It is easily seen that, by putting V~ = ~, formula (4.1) becomes 
1 / ) )  f(x)e -(z-t)2/2a2 dx w~(/; t) = 
1 f+°°F(X)G(X  t )  (.~) 




a (~,~) := :~-(~/2) = ~ He~ (~) ~,  
kffi0 
so that the Gauss-Weierstrass transform can be written in terms of the Hermite-Fourier coeffi- 
cients (see [1,2]) in the form 
Wq(f; t )= 1 k~oOtkhk_~ " = Otk . 
" ~  --- " k=O 
(4.5) 
By fixing an integer m, and using the approximate Hermite-Fourier coefficients, we can proclaim 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any fixed m, an approximation of the Gauss- Weierstrass operator is g~ven 
by 
W~;m(f;t) = ~-'~ ak , (4.6) 
kffi0 
so that the associated iscrete transform can be defined by the following formula: 
ttt 




The qualitative behavior of the approximation error can be deduced by formula (2.12), assoming 
w(x)  := e - : /2 .  
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
We present here some numerical results obtained by using the Computer Algebra Program 
MATHEMATICA ®. 
We show for each function the following items: 
• graph, 
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• points to, tl,..., tm (roots of unity for the Fourier Transform), 
• coefficients 5m,k ~- (1/hk) f: f(x)Gk(x)w(x) dx, 
• values ]o, ]1,..., ]m (where .~ := jr(f; tk)), computed by using the Integral transform 
b 
is = L a(x, ts)f(x)w(x) dx, (s = 0,1, . . . ,m),  
• values ]o, ]1,..., ]m computed by using the formula 
m 
L '~ E ~ k (s=0,1 , . .  m). = OCm,kCkhkt s , •, 
k=O 
The worked examples are referred to the following transforms. 
EXAMPLES (1),(2). Fourier transform: 
1 f ;5  f(x)Hek(x) dx, 
am,k- v~-~k! 
L =~ v~e -c~/~ ( -  i)kam,~G 
k=O 
ts = (s = (m + 1) th roots of unity. 
(s = 0,1, . . . ,m),  
EXAMPLES (3),(4). Bilateral Laplace transforms: 
1 [+o~ 
am,k = ~ J-oo f(x)Hek(x) dx, 
Ls = Lu(ts) := i ;5  e-Xt'f(x)dx, 
m 
Ls ~ v~"~e E(-1) am,kt s, 
k=O 
(s = 0,1, . . . ,m).  
EXAMPLES (5)-(7). Gauss-Weierstrass convolution operator: 
am,k = ~ f(x)Hek(x)dx, 
1 J ;5  e-(~-t')2/2a2f(x) dz, w~,s = w~ (L) - v~ 
~q2 







fix_I---- Sin[4 Pi x] E^(-(2x-1)^20) 
Plot [t~x],{x,-0.5,1.5}, PlotRange-~All] 
y----Table~E'(-(I 2 s Pi) /(m+l)),{s,O,m}] 
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In[1]:-- 
fix_I= Sin[4 Pi x] E'(-(2*x-l)~20) 
Plot[f[x],{x,-0.5,1.5},PlotRange-~All] 
Out[ l ]=  
Sin[4Pix] 






I, E - l / lOP i  , E - I /SP i  , E -31/lOPi , E -21/5Pi , -I, E -31/lOPi , E -TI/10Pi , E -4I /5Pi  , 
E -9l / lOPi  , -1, E 9l/lOpi , E 41/5Pi , E 71/lOPi , E 3I/5Pi , E 2I/5Pi , E 3/10Pi , E I/SPi ' E l~  lOPi }. 
a=Tab le [1 / (Sqr t [2  Pi] n!) NIntegrate[ f Ix  ] 2"(-n/2) HermiteH[n,x /Sqrt [2] ] ,  
{x,-Infinity, Inflnity}],{n,0,m}]; 
N[%] 
{-5.5364410 -17, -0.029386, -0.014693, 0.00998416, 0.0062165, -0.00153327, 
- 0.00130508, 0.000126398, 0.000181076, -3.06910 -8, -0.0000186545, -6.703210 -7, 
1.5194810 -e, 1.1605610 -7, -1.0170910 -7, -1.129210 -8, 5.?3?4? 10 -9, 8.2464? 10 -1°, 
- 2.772910 -1°, -4.921410 -n  }. 
F=Tab le~NIntegrate[E ' ( - I  x y[[s]]) fix], {x,-Inflnity, Inflnity}], {s ,m+l}]  
N[F,  20]  
{0.03408004524337849 + 0.0623831043?574329 I, 0.04263749612574716 
+ 0.0440900444666387 I, 0.04568540613576594 + 0.02939118708935215 I, 
0.04638173790138092 + 0.01786948197275815 I, 0.046341538?5595643 
+ 0.008435332016402291, 0.04626439997622163, 0.04634153875595642 
- 0.00843533201640228 I, 0.04638173790138091 - 0.01786948197275814 I, 
0.04568540613576596 - 0.02939118708935215 I, 0.04263749612574716 
- 0.0440900444666387 I, 0.03408004524337849 - 0.06238310437574329 I, 
0.01515421898724152 - 0.0821565210691998 I, -0.01847661201?55044 
- 0.0960199042080336 I, -0.06442587312613571 - 0.0911530098462147 I, 
- 0.1076303191214806 - 0.05728035988534258 I, -0.1257596777614364, 
- 0.1076303191214806 + 0.05728035988534259 I, -0.06442587312613574 
+ 0.0911530098462148 I, -0.01847661201?55041 + 0.0960199042080336 I, 
0.01515421898724151 + 0.0821565210691998 I}.  
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Fd=Table[E'(-y[[s]]^2/2) Sqrt[2 Pi] Sum[(-I)^(k-1) a[[k]] y[[s]]^(k-1), 
{k,m+l}], {s,m+l}]; 
N[Fd, 20] 
{0.03408004522588395÷0.06238310437891535 I, 0.04263749610743669 
+ 0.04409004446498721 I, 0.04568540611468725 + 0.02939118708347261 I, 
0.04638173787511055+0.01786948196447696 I, 0.04 34153872340407 
+0.00843533200996411 I, 0.04626439994060538, 0.04634153872340407 
-0.0084353320099641 I, 0.04638173787511055 - 0.017869481964476941, 
0.04568540611468725 - 0.02939118708347261 I, 0.04263749610743669 
- 0.04409004446498721 I, 0.03408004522588395 - 0.062383104378915351, 
0.01515421896875185 - 0.0821565210778031 I, -0.01847661204001817 
- 0.09601990422268141, -0.06442587315784117 - 0.09115300986528671, 
-0.1076303191696139 - 0.057280359901819191, -0. 257596778174272, 
- 0.1076303191696139+0.057280359901819181, -0.06442587315784115 
+0.09115300986528671, -0.01847661204001818+0.09601990422268141, 




flx_]= Abs[x-0.5]^(2/3) E^(-(2x-I)~20) 
Plot [fix],{x,-0.5,1.5}, PlotRange-.Al l ]  
y=Table[E~(-(I 2 s P i ) / (m+l)) ,{s,0,m}] 
In[3]:-- 
fix_] =Abs[x-0.5]^(2/3) E^(-(2*x-1)A20) 
Plot [fix],{x,-0.5,1.5},PlotRange-~All] 
Out[3]---- 







-0.5 0.5 1 1.5 
I, E - I / lOP i  , E - I /SP i  , E -31/lOPi , E -2 I /5P i  , --I, E -3 l / lOPi  , E -71/lOpi , E -4 I /5P i  , 
E -9 l / lOPi  , -1 ,  E 91/lOPi , E 41/5Pi , E 71/lOPi , E 3I/5Pi , E 21/5Pi , E 3/10Pi , E l /SPi , E l / l °P i  } 
a=Table[1/(Sqrt[2 Pi] n!) NIntegrate[f[x] 2~(-n/2) HermiteI-I[n,x/Sqrt[2]], 
(x,-Inflnity, Inflnity}],{n,0,m)]; 
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N[%I 
{0.1445, 0.0722502, -0.0462817, -0.0291617, 0.00654682, 0.00580389, -0.000461267, 
-0.000757182, 7.1825210 -~, 0.0000725424, 3.80721 0 -6, -5.4108210-6,-5.1595710 -~, 
3.24162 10 -~, 4.38172 10 -8, -1.5782310 -8, -2.8128410 -9, 
6.17192 10 -1°, 1.44721 0 -1°, -1.8187910 -11} . 
F=Table[NIntegrate[E'(-I x y[~]]) ~x], {x,-Infinity, InflnitY}l , {s,m+l}l 




-0.028881057053617691, 0.2318696738203415+0.1, 0.2334850738456019 
+0.028881057053617671, 0.23878888246337+0.059024666259406761, 
0.2493307274415585+0.0915866317646907I, 0.2 82415841812766 
+ 0.12713959192027031, . 007043470624238 + 0.16427553574530351, 
0.3531838371295985+0.19683626911923781, 0.4 90536878732126 
+0.21096682227762661, 0.5 97524465876809+0.18705429451551821, 
0.5984711885417534+0.11258427818211631, 0.6302871162205271 
+0. I, 0.5984711885417534-0.11258427818211641, 0.5 97524465876809 
-0.18705429451551821, 0.4290536878732125 - 0.21096682227762661, 
0.3531838371295985-0.19683626911923781}. 
Fd--Table[E*(-y[~]]'2/2) Sqrt[2 Pi] Sum[(-I)'(k-1) a[[k]] y[[s]l'(k-1), {k,m+l}], 










+0.210966786199811 I, 0.5197522682105641+0.18705439635247031, 
0.5984711823227471 + 
0.5984711823227471 - 





t~x_]= x Sin[8 Pi  x] E'(-(2*x-1)~20) 
Plot [f[x] ,{x,-1,2},PlotRange--,All] 
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In[ll]:---- 
f[x_]--x Sin[8 Pi x] E'(-(2*x-1)'20) 











{0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2, 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, 0.36, 0.4, 
0.44, 0.48, 0.52, 0.56, 0.6, 0.64, 0.68, 0.72, 0.76, 0.8}. 
a=Table[1/(Sqrt[2 Pi] n!) NIntegrate[f[x] 2^(-n/2) HermiteH[n,x/Sqrt[2]], 
{x,-Inflnity, Infinity}], {n,0,m}]; 
N[%] 
(-0.0118913, -0.0118913, 0.0000247929, 0.00398029, 0.000986859, -0.000599906, 
- 0.000264548, 0.0000479484, 0.0000390984, -9.7080610 -7, -4.01095 10 -6, -2.7900710 -7, 
3.1122710 -7, 4.5705910 -8, -1.8967710 -8, -4.3372810 -9, 9.1329510 -1°, 
3.1061 0 -1°, -3.3341910 -11 , -1.8203210 -11 }. 
TBL=Table[NIntegrate[E^(-x y[[s]]) fix], {x,-Infinity, Infinity}],{s,m+l}] 
N[TBL, 20]  
{-0.0286381825567396, -0.02751497903863962, -0.02643563637446598, 














TBLd=Table[E~(y[[s]]^2/2) Sqrt[2 Pi] Sum[(-1)^(k-1) a[[k]] y[[s]]^(k-1), 
{k,m-l-1}],{s,m+l}]; 
N[TBLd, 201 
{-0.02863818255674282, -0.0275149790396644, -0.02643563637549544, 
- 0.02539844109097486, -0.02440174637306626, -0.02344396948683269, 
- 0.02252358929292293, -0.02163914386084129, -0.02078922817431981, 
- 0.01997249192525267, -0.01918763739278782, -0.01843341740430213, 
- 0.01770863337511043, -0.01701213342388095, -0.01634281056084452, 
- 0.0156996009459969, -0.01508148221460162,-0.01448747186740226, 
- 0.01391662572305456,-0.01336803643038198}. 




f[x_]=(Abs[Cos[4 Pi x]]-}-1/2) E^(-(2*x-1)~20) 
Plot [f[x],{x,-0.5,1.5}, PlotRange-.All] 
y=Table[0.05 s, {s,0,m+l}] 
In[IT]:-- 
fix_]= (Abs[Cos[4 Pi x]]+l/2) E~(-(2*x-1)^20) 
Plot [t~x] ,{x,-0.5,1.5 },PlotRange--.All] 
Out[17]= 







-0.5 0.5 1 1.5 
{0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 
0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0}. 
a=Table[1/(Sqrt[2 Pi] n!) NIntegrate[f~x] 2^(-n/2) HermiteH[n,x/Sqrt[2]], 
{x,-Inflnity, Inflnity}], {n,0,m}]; 
N[%] 
{0.438805, 0.219413, -0.146953, -0.0917659, 0.0221874, 0.0190468, -0.0017825, -0.00261326, 
0.000037722, 0.000266297, 0.0000101318, -0.0000214648, - 1.6805410 -6, 1.42265 10 -s, 
1.6052410 -7, -7.95312 10 -s, -1.1572410 -s, 3.814 10 -9, 6.8363810 -1°, -1.5855 10 -1° }. 
TBL=Table[NIntegrate[E^(-x y[[s]]) i~x], {x,-Inflnity, Infinity}],{s,m+l}] 
N[TBL, 20] 
{1.07287031273552, 1.046694894642547, 1.021362747455982, 0.996843317774096, 
0.973107235338863, 0.950126265213592, 0.927873261952623, 0.906322125678188, 
0.88544775998328, 0. 65226031582857, 0.845633731639076, .826648538689469, 
0.808248983110046, .7904144130482539, 0.7731249617635175, 
0.7563615163157906, 0.740105687545101, 0.7243397812875448, 0.7090467707755173}. 
TBLd=T~ble[E~(y[[s]]^2/2) Sqrt[2 Pi] Sum[(-1)^(k-l) a[[k]] y[[s]]'(k-l), 
{k,m+l}],{s,m+l}]; 
N[TBLd, 20] 
{1.072869943081895, 1.046694155275868, 1.021361638263009, .996841838589508, 
0.973105385930019, . 50124045240602, 0.927870670894963, 0.906319162717825, 
0.885444423832561, 0.86522232024333, 0.845629642074842, 0.826644066395561, 
0.80824412155257, 0. 904091529485192, 0.7731192901930011, .7563554155623738, 
0.740099133703544, 0.724332742518664, 0.7090392051695719}. 




t-- l ;  
fix_]= (1-x)~2 x'2 Cos[6 Pi x] E~(-(2*x-1)~20) 
Plot[fix] ,{x,-0.5,1.5 },PlotRange-~All] 
y=Table[0.04 s, {s,m+l}] 
I n [1 ] : - -  
f i x_ I=  (1-x)~2 x'2 Cos[6 Pi x] E'(-(2*x-1)~20) 
Plot[fix ],{x,-0.5,1.5 },PlotRange~All] 
Out[l]= 
(1 - x)2x2Cos[6Pi x] 
E( -  1+2~)20 0"04t AA 
0.02 
oO° V 
{0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2, 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, 0.36, 
0.4, 0.44, 0.48, 0.52, 0.56, 0.6, 0.64, 0.68, 0.72, 0.76, 0.8}. 
a=Table[1/(Sqrt[2 Pi] n[) 1/t Nintegrate[ t~x] E'(-(x/t)~2/2) 2"(-n/2) HermiteH[n,x/ 
(tSqrt[2])],{x,-Inflnity, Inflnity}],{n,0,m}]; 
N[~] 
{-0.0000546032, -7.18082 10 -6, 9.958810 -6, -4.4050510 -6, -4.539710 -7, 
2.5984310 -8, 3.2345410 -s, -6.1147810 -7, -2.6209810 -8, 9.1250710 -s, 
6.7904610 -9, -9.9842910 -9, -1.01921 0 -9, 8.611610 -1°, 1.0934410 -1°, 
- 6.1156810 -11, -9.20261 0 -12, 3.6810210 -12, 6.3963310 -13, -1.91658 10 -13 }. 
OGW=Table[ I / ( t  Sqrt[2 Pi]) NIntegrate[f[x] E'(-((x-y[[s]])'2)/(2(t'2))), 
{x,-Inflnity, Inflnity}], {s,m+l}]; 
N[OGW, 20] 













OGWd=Table[ Sum[a[[k]] (y[[s]]/t)'(k-1), 
{k ,m+l}] ,{s ,m+l}] ;  
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N[OGWd,  20]  
{-0.00005487481281599268, -0.00005511622607206282, -0.00005532916455713256, 
- o.o0oo5551528651544646, -o.o0oo556761843779125, -o.oooo5581335568472173, 
- 0.00005592817588682425, -0.00005602187347113096, -o.o00o5609550781840o76, 
- o.0oo056149950159432o8, -0.00005618586794515216, -0.00005620371289037344, 
- 0.00005620371289037246, -0.00005618586794514901, -0.00005614995015942607, 
- 0.00005609550781838964, -0.00005602187347110794, -0.00005592817588676958, 
- 0.0000558133556845822, -0.00005567618437755093}. 
EXAMPLE 6. We repeat Example 5 with the parameter t = 1/2. 
Clear [f,x,n,m] 
m=19;  
t=1/2 ;  
i~x_]= (1-x)~2 x^2 Cos[6 Pi x] E~(-(2*x-1)^20) 
y=Table[0.04 s, {s ,m+l) ]  
a=Table[1/ (Sqrt[2 Pi] n!) 1/ t  NIntegrate[  fix] E~(-(x/t)~2/2) 2~(-n/2) Hermi teH[n ,x /  
(t Sqrt [2])],{x,-Infinity, Infinity}],{n,0,m}]; 
N[%] 
{-0.0000787587, 0.0000918226, 0.0000503942, -0.0000578708, -0.0000247263, 
0.0000123281, 5.511410 -6 , -1.577710 -6 , -7.0805710 -7 , 1.6970210 -7, 
6.0883210 -s, -1.9140610 -6, -3.9991 10 -9, 2.16972 10 -9, 2.5155310 -1°, 
- 2.16465 10 -1°, -1.9589910 -11, 1.7976810 -11, 1.7694510 -12, -1.23974 10 -12 }. 
OGW=Tab le [1 / ( t  Sqrt[2 Pi]) NIntegrate[f[x] E~(-((x-y[[s]])'2)/(2(t^2))), 
{x,-Infinity, Infinity}], {s,m+l}]; 
N[OGW,20] 
{ - 0.00007112093256614239, -0.0000630288203882699, -0.00005468978915360969, 
- 0.00004632398443628459, -0.00003815746689849164, -0.00003041508352528654, 
- 0.00002331324237218063, -0.00001705286239596422, -0.00001181276230148534, 
- 7.7437342498847410 -6, -4.9635210487499610 -6, -3.55288060940580610 - , 
- 3.55288060940250410 -6, -4.96352104874307810 -6, -7.74373424984425310 -6, 
- 0.00001181276230137068, - .00001705286239582223, -0.00002331324237201004, 
- 0.00003041508352509199, -0.00003815746689826253}. 
OGWd=Tab le [  Sum[a[[k]] (y[[s]]/t)A(k-1),{k,mT1}],{s,m+l}]; 
N[OGWd,20]  
{ - 0.00007112093256606117, -0.00006302882038807322, -0.00005468978915333492, 
- 0.00004632398443592268, -0.00003815746689807198, -0.00003041508352480844, 
- 0.00002331324237164814, -0.00001705286239537765, -0.00001181276230074942, 
- 7.74373424819714210F -6, -4.96352104191593410 -6, -3.55288057618862610 - , 
- 3.552880461292629 10 -6,-4.963520460706809 10 -6, -7.743732159384519 10 -6, 
- 0.0000118127555866878, -0.00001705284276403628, -0.00002331318990636883, 
- 0.00003041495531010846, - .00003815718193200606}. 
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EXAMPLE 7. We repeat Example 5 with the parameter t = 1/4. 
Clear[f ,x,n,m] 
m=19;  
t - -1 /4 ;  
f ix_I= ( l -x ) '2  x~2 Cos[6 Pi  x] E^(-(2*x-1)'20) 
y=Table[0.04 s, {s,m-l-l}] 
a- -Tab le [1 / (Sqr t [2  Pi] n!) 1 / t  N In tegrate[  f[x] E^(-(x/t)~2/2) 2^(-n/2) Hermi teH[n ,x /  
(t Sqrt[2])], {x,-Infinity, Inflnity}], {n,0,m}]; 
N[%] 
{ - 0.00030824, 0.000442131, 0.000459664, -0.000223985, -0.000258389, 
0.0000260616, 0.0000737502, 7.8523910 -6 , -0.0000116863, -3.02442 10 -6 , 
1.0622310-6,4.8689910 -7, -4.4819910 -8,-4.9225810 -8, -1.7898110 -9,
3.4919210-9,4.6421210 -I°, -1.7934410 -l°, -4.3067910 -11, 6.3636210-12}. 
OGW---=Table[1/(t Sqrt[2 Pi]) NIntegrate[f [x]  E^(-((x-y[[s]])~2)/(2(t~2))), 
{x,-Infinity, Inflnity}], {s,mJrl}]; 
N[OGW,20]  
{-0.0002268150036691955, -0.0001295701266816635, -0.00002702260069689765, 
0.0000687784306546168, 0.0001464358113351581, 0.0001975175446663584, 
0.0002184370279789504, 0.0 02113736077907088, 0. 001839014179465571, 
0.0001473110948395523, 0.0001139642162087043, 0. 000943084565418324, 
0.0000943084565418674, 0.0001139642162018385, 0.0001473110948347508, 
0.0001839014179433003, 0. 0211373607790727, .0002184370279988374, 
0.000197517544666563,0.0001464358113354691}. 
OGWd--Table[ Sum[a[[k]] (y[[sll/t)^(k-1),{k,m+l}l,{s,m+l}]; 
N[OGWd,20] 
{-0.0002268150063365032, -0.0001295701240742161, -0.00002702259788221617, 
0.00006877843361174207, 0.0 01464358145145649, 0.0001975175473701672, 
0.0002184370101950749, .0002113732888301136, 0.0001838980590250457, 
0.0001472841788785227, 0.0001137890948988983, 0.0000933473139937074, 
0.0000897344436835045, 0. 000946892068163954, 0.00007418512253539662, 
- 0.00006921219501785943, -0.0005967147423441731, -0.002182743599231238, 
- 0.00649367108845391, -0.0 745226493417052}. 
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